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QUESTION 1

An eCommerce recently installed the Facebook pixel on their website to better understand the ROAS of the online
marketing efforts. 

After two months, they\\'ve spent $3,500 in online conversion campaigns, and generated $6,000 in revenue. 

You realize that the ratio for the ROAS is 1.71:1 

What does this ratio mean? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. For every $1 you spend on a campaign, you generate $3.5 of revenue. 

B. For every $1 you spend on a campaign, you generate $1.71 of revenue. 

C. For every $10 you spend on a campaign, you generate $1.71 of revenue. 

D. For every $1 of revenue, you spend $1.71 in advertising. 

Correct Answer: B 

The return on ad spend (ROAS) for this campaign would be $1.71 or a ratio of 1.71:1 ($6,000 / $3,500). So for every 1
dollar that the company spends on its campaign, it generated $1.71 worth of revenue . 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has requested you to target high-end market for his new apparel store. He is opening in two 

months and would like to build awareness to teens. 

You\\'ve done your research and came up with two core/saved audiences: 

Audience #1 

-Age below 20 years 

-Interest: fashion and 3 specific high-end fashion brands 

-Education: Master Degree Completion and College Completion 

Audience #2 

-Age below 20 years 

-Interest: fashion and 2 specific high-end fashion brands 

-Education: College Completion 

However, when you go to the audience overlap tool, you realize that there is an overlap of 99% with both 

audiences. 
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What are some actions you can do to fix the audience overlap? 

Select two options that apply. 

A. Delete Audience #2 and run ads on Audience #1. 

B. Change Audience #1 interests to something different that still appeals to apparel. 

C. Merge both audiences and run the campaign only on one audience. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Whenever you run into audiences that have a high overlap, you should always merge both of them into one. If you run
both audiences under the same campaign, you will have multiple ad sets competing against each other. If you have
never used Facebook\\'s audience overlap tool, you can find it on Facebook\\'s Ads Manager and follow the next steps: 

Click on the Tools drop-down menu and choose Audience . 

Once there, select the audiences you want to compare, click on the Actions tab, and choose Show Audience Overlap . 

You can select multiple audiences, but you will only be able to compare one against the other at a time.In 

the tool, you will be able to see the number and percentage of overlapping members between them. 

A second option is to completely change one of the audiences so that there is less than 25% overlap 

between both audiences. 

In this case, you could change audience #1 interests to something different but still related to your target 

market to have two potential audiences to use. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your commercial bank just released a television commercial to explain how easy it is to replace your debit card.
They\\'ve want to launch the same video content used in TV on their Facebook to increase brand awareness. 

What are two recommendations you made your client before launching the video content on Facebook mobile-friendly
environment? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 
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A. Shortened the video 

B. Change the aspect ratio to square to increase visibility in the feed environment 

C. Add text to convey the message without sound 

D. Move the initial branding mention towards end of video 

E. Only use Instagram placement for the video ad 

Correct Answer: AC 

To make a video more effective for the mobile-feed environment you can: 

Shortened the video 

Change the aspect ratio to square to increase visibility in the feed environment 

Add text to convey the message without sound 

Move the initial brand mention earlier 

Other best video practices: 

Capture attention quickly. Using colors, themes and imagery that evoke your brand at the start of your 

video can help people connect the ad to your brand quickly. Consider starting your video with lifestyle and 

product shots, recognizable spokespeople, action scenes or a vivid background to spark interest. 

Design for sound off. Since most video ads in mobile feed are viewed without sound, it\\'s important to 

convey your message visually. Showing captions, logos and products can help communicate your 

message, even in silence. 

Frame your visual story. Producing video for a small screen requires consideration of dimension and scale. 

Play with zoom, crop and overall visual composition to make sure your story is told well on a small screen. 

Play more. There\\'s no universal solution to building brands or driving actions with mobile video, so keep 

experimenting, testing and iterating to learn what works for your brand and audience. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your client is interested in running a campaign for 1 month and then do a brand lift study. But, before proceeding with
the study, he/she would like to understand more about it. 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. People within the control group that will view your ads become part of the exposed group. 

B. People within the test group that will view your ads become part of the exposed group. 
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C. The difference between the test group and the control group are analyzed to see the results of a brand lift study. 

D. The difference in response between the exposed group and the control group are analyzed for results of your brand
lift study. 

E. You can set up a brand lift study through your Business Manager. 

Correct Answer: BD 

You can ONLY set up a brand lift study through a Facebook Account Representative. 

Once a study is created, the campaign\\'s target audience is separated into a test group and a control group. 

The test group contains people eligible to see your ads, and the control group contains people who won\\'t 

see your ads. 

The people within the test group that actually see your ads become part of the exposed group. 

The exposed group and control group are then polled, and the difference in responses between the 2 groups is
analyzed. 
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QUESTION 5

You are planning on uploading a list of 5,000 customers from the same country for a current client to build a custom
audience. 

What are some of the best practices you need to follow when uploading a customer database to build a Custom
Audience? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Always include the country code as part of your customer\\'s phone numbers. 

B. Always include your customers\\' countries in their own column in your file. 

C. For customer lifetime value rate your customers on a ranking from 1-10 

D. Include only customers with highest value order for best performance. 

E. Convert different currencies into the same one. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

The two most important tips are: 

Always include the country code as part of your customer\\'s phone numbers, even if all your data is from the same
country. Always include your customers\\' countries in their own column in your file, even if all of your data is from the
same country. Because we match on a global scale, this simple step helps us match as many people as possible from
your customer list. What should I avoid when calculating customer lifetime value? Different people calculate customer
lifetime value in different ways. Here are some ways that you should avoid if you\\'re going to send us the data for 

use in a value-based Lookalike Audience: 

Rating your customers. Say you have 3 customers worth $100, $10 and $1, respectively, and you use a 15 rating
system. Don\\'t send us data where they\\'re rated as a 5, 2 and 1, respectively. This doesn\\'t work 

because the value isn\\'t proportional to the ranking. In other words, the $100 customer was factored by 20, 

but the $10 customer was only factored by 5 and the $1 customer wasn\\'t factored at all. 

Ranking your customers. Say you have 100 customers and each one is worth between $200 and $1200. 

You rank them from 1 to 100. This doesn\\'t work because value isn\\'t proportional here either. It tells us if 

one customer is more valuable than another, but doesn\\'t account for a scenario where the number 5 

customer is worth double what the number 6 customer is, whereas the number 20 customer might only be 

worth 1% more than the number 21 customer. 

Important: 

Don\\'t provide only your highest value customers. Instead, include a broad range. Without this range, we 

can\\'t hone in on what might distinguish an average customer from a great one. 

Don\\'t include negative numbers to denote negative value or undesirable customers. We can\\'t use rows that 
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contain numbers like that. 

If your value is in the form of a currency, make sure it\\'s all the same currency or is converted to the same 

scale before uploading. We don\\'t currently normalize for different currencies. 

Decimals that denote cents are acceptable, but don\\'t use any other punctuation marks and/or separators. 

We can\\'t use rows that contain them. 
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